One item on your budget remains unchanged. Electricity still is cheap and plentiful, too. There has never been a shortage. But because of fuel rationing it may be that a national brown-out will be ordered. This should not affect the use of electricity in the home but will be confined to downtown. Electricity is plentiful but do not waste it. Use what you need but conserve where not needed.

Remember the source of dairy milk. The dairy farmer who maintains a dairy herd with insufficient feed and other operating supplies in order to keep supplying the milk the community must have to maintain a round of applause for. The Gilt Edge Dairy Company, as pasteurizer and distributor of milk and milk products for the Norman area, appreciates the cooperation of the milk producers. Any credit which Gilt Edge receives for maintaining dairy service as close as possible to normal standards, under difficult operating conditions, must be shared with the milk producers.

Pasteurized Dacro-Capped Grade A Homogenized

GILT EDGE DAIRY
Porter and Eufaula

GILT EDGE MILK IS: